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INTRODUCTION 
Inferring the genotype of an animal from pedigree information has a potential role to play in 
reducing genotyping costs. Kinghorn (1999) used an iterative genotyping strategy employing 
predictive indices using a genotype probability index (GPI) from segregation analysis (Kerr 
and Kinghorn, 1996) to determine which animals to genotype in each genotyping ‘cycle’ in 
order to maximise the utility of the resulting information across the entire population. The 
genotype testing priority index (GTPI) of Macrossan et al. (2001) extended this approach. The 
true GTPI of an animal was defined as the actual percentage change in average herd GPI 
occurring as a result of the genotyping of that animal. A prediction of the GTPI was used to 
prioritise animals for genotyping in each genotyping cycle according to the whole-herd 
information gained by that genotyping. 
 
The objective of this paper is to compare the predictive performance of two forms of multiple 
linear regression with the index methods used by Kinghorn (1999), in choosing the next animal 
to genotype in each cycle. Performance is measured using correlation coefficients between true 
and predicted GTPI. In addition, a graphical illustration of the utility function of the true GTPI is 
given, where utility is defined as the average GPI of live individuals after each genotyping 
(Kinghorn, 1999). The utility function for the true GTPI gives the upper limit of the utility curve, 
or the best possible result having complete information. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Predictor or independent variables in the regression are given in Table 1. Both HerdGFB and 
HerdBaseGPI are based on the herd of origin of the animal in question, whilst the remaining 
seven variables are individual animal attributes. HerdBaseGPI is the base value used in the 
calculation of GTPI (see Equation 1). In this equation, NewAverageHerdGPI is defined as the 
average herd GPI using the additional genotype information from the animal for which GTPI is 
being calculated. 

100*%
IHerdBaseGP

IHerdBaseGPHerdGPINewAverageGTPI −
=  (1) 

In these simulations, the effect of the favourable allele on the phenotype was ignored in the 
calculation of EBV i.e. the selection criterion of an animal was independent of its genotypic 
status. The GPI, or genotype probability index, is an estimate of the information content of 
genotype probabilities from segregation analysis. It has a value of 0% at genotype probabilities 
corresponding to Hardy-Weinberg frequencies and 100% at genotype probabilities that are 
known to be correct (i.e. 0 or 1), either by DNA testing, or by information from relatives in the 
pedigree. CON is the average numerator relationship of an animal to all other animals in the 
pedigree. Var is the expected number of favourable alleles carried by an animal, and is the sum 
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of the probability of carrying one allele, plus twice the probability of carrying two alleles. A 
more accurate reflection of the genotype status of an animal is given by the variables Phom and 
Phet, the separate probabilities for homozygosity and heterozygosity. 
 
Table 1. Description (and range) of the independent variables included in the prediction 
of the true GTPI 
 

Name Description 
HerdGFB Average gene frequency of live, selected males in the herd (range 0 – 0.5) 
HerdBaseGPI Average herd GPI of live females with only live, selected males genotyped 
YOB Year of birth (0 for foundation animals, 10 for youngest generation) 
EBV Estimated breeding value 
GPI Genotype probability index  (range 0 – 1) 
CON Average numerator relationship (range 0 – 2) 
Var Expected number of favourable alleles (range 0 – 2) 
Phet Probability of being heterozygous for the favourable allele (range 0 – 1) 
Phom Probability of being homozygous for the favourable allele (range 0 – 1) 

 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Base animals of both sexes were simulated with a single biallelic gene, although with no effect 
on the animal’s EBV, and a base population frequency of either 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 or 0.5 in each 
of five “herds” or test populations. Each herd consisted of approximately 923 live individuals 
in a pedigree containing 3500 individuals. Animals were mated at the ratio of 1:40 for ten 
years, with one age class of breeding males and four age classes of breeding females, selection 
on EBV across age groups and 10% adult mortality. Five herds simulated from the same base 
population gene frequency were amalgamated into a single dataset. Five replicate datasets were 
simulated for each population gene frequency, giving a total of 25 datasets consisting of 125 
herds. 

All live selected males from each herd were “genotyped” (i.e. their true genotypes were made 
visible to the analysis), a GPI calculated for each female in the herd, and a base herd average 
GPI determined, after which the genotyping ‘cycles’ began. A live, selected female was chosen 
from the herd, “genotyped”, and the percentage change in herd average GPI (the true GTPI) 
calculated. This female’s genotype was then “hidden” from the analysis. Every live, selected 
female in the herd was genotyped in this fashion, true GTPI calculated and genotype hidden. A 
flow-chart of the experimental design is given in Macrossan et al. (2001). 

PREDICTIVE METHODS (GENOTYPING STRATEGIES) 
After the true GTPI was calculated for each live female in the herd, a new phase of genotyping 
cycles began using four different genotyping strategies. Within each herd, and at each iteration 
of the genotyping cycle, the next animal for genotyping was chosen on the basis of having the 
highest index value depending on the predictive method in use. Indices were based on the 
following four predictive methods: 
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Linear Regression Model (LM). The linear model, based on the grouped datasets for each 
individual gene frequency, showing GTPI as the dependent variable, and the first 
seven independent variables described in table 1, is given in equation (2). 

iiiiiii VarCONGPIEBVYOBIHerdBaseGPHerdGFBGTPI ε+++++++=  (2) 
Linear Regression Model with Probabilities (LM+p). This model is similar to the LM model 

described in equation (2) with the addition of Phomi and Pheti to the right hand side of 
the equation (to the independent variable list). 

(-1 x GPI). Kinghorn (1999). Smaller values of GPI indicate a higher probability of being 
genotyped. 

(100 x CON-GPI). Kinghorn (1999). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results reported here are consistent with those of Kinghorn (1999) where all treatment 
strategies resulted in a sharp increase in utility at an early stage. 
 
Correlations between true and predicted GTPI. The means and standard deviations of the 
correlation coefficients between true GTPI in the first genotyping cycle and that predicted 
using all four predictive methods are given in Table 2. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
showed a significant difference between correlations of observed and predicted GTPI using 
LM and LM+p to those of the two other indices, (-1 x GPI) and (100 x CON – GPI). In 
addition, ANOVA showed the predictive performances of LM and LM+p to be not 
significantly different to each other. 

 
Table 2. Means ( x ) and standard deviations ( ) of correlation coefficients over 5 
replications between target and predicted GTPI using four different prediction methods 
with population gene frequencies varying from 0.1 to 0.5 

s

 
Prediction Method Statistic Population gene frequency 

  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
LM x  0.67 0.58 0.60 0.63 0.54 

 s  0.09 0.19 0.10 0.09 0.11 
LM+p x  0.67 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.54 

 s  0.09 0.19 0.10 0.09 0.11 
-1 x GPI x  0.23 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.19 

 s  0.04 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 
100 x CON-GPI x  0.25 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.22 

 s  0.04 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.04 
 
Plot of Utility Function. In Figure 1, the utility of indices based on LM and (-1 x GPI) are 
compared graphically against true GTPI in a typical herd.  In Figure 1(a) at up to 10% of the 
herd genotyped, LM performance is superior, after which (Figure 1(b)) it is overtaken by the 
index (-1 x GPI). 
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Figure 1. Plot of percentage utility (population average GPI) versus percentage of the 
population genotyped for 10% (a) and 100% (b) of the population genotyped, with 
population gene frequency of 0.1, for the true GTPI, and the indices LM and (-1 x GPI). 
In both (a) & (b) the higher curve is that of the true GTPI. The middle curve in Figure (a) 
represents the index LM, whilst the middle curve of Figure 1(b) represents (-1 x GPI) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The true GTPI of an individual animal gives the contribution of its genotype to the overall herd 
information at the base value of HerdBaseGPI, where a certain fraction of the herd has already 
been genotyped, in this case the live selected bulls. The predictive method LM is able to 
predict the true GTPI with approximately 65% accuracy at this base level. However, when 
genotyping animals beyond 5% - 10% of the population, the index (-1 x GPI) begins to show 
equal or improved performance over LM. The GPI changes with each genotyping cycle as 
more information becomes available to the segregation analysis, and this information is 
incorporated into all four predictive methods; however prediction based solely on GPI is more 
accurate at later stages of the genotyping cycles where interactions may occur between 
genotyping two different females. In most commercial situations, only a portion of the herd 
will be genotyped due to cost constraints. For the LM method, 42% utility occurs after 5% of 
the herd is genotyped, and is the method of choice in earlier cycles. If there is a requirement to 
reach a higher utility, later animals can be chosen using the index (-1*GPI). Alternatively, the 
two indices could be combined, using weights or an optimization model. 
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